
CrossOver is a Microsoft Windows compatibility layer available for Linux distributions and for Mac 
OS X. This compatibility layer enables many Microsoft Windows-based applications to run in Linux or 
Mac OS X operating systems. The Linux version is called CrossOver Linux, and the Mac version is called 
CrossOver Mac. CrossOver Server, a version available for Solaris and Linux operating system.

running on your Mac. Windows apps never looked better when launched right from the Mac 
dock. 

CrossOver 14 Mac can get your Windows productivity, utility, games, and design apps up and 

CrossOver 14 Mac

CrossOver lets you easily switch between Mac and Windows apps. Windows programs 
gain native Mac functionality like copy & paste, keyboard shortcuts, and Mission Control. 
CrossOver Mac runs the Windows software that you need at home, in the office, school. 

CrossOver 14 Linux

CrossOver 14 Linux runs thousands of Windows apps on your favorite Linux distros like, 
Mint Ubuntu, Fedora, Debian, RHEL and more. 

CrossOver Linux runs the Windows software that you need at home, in the office, school. 

CrossOver Linux doesn't have the overhead of the Windows OS like a virtual machine, 
which means apps run at native speed, games play at full fps, and programs gain Linux OS 
integration. 
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Products

G.T. Enterprises is happy to introduce the products from Codeweavers Inc, USA. CodeWeavers believes 

that you should be able to run your favorite Windows software on whatever operating systems suits 

your fancy. 

Plese Visit:- https://gte-india.com/application/codeweavers

Port your Windows Software to the Android, Mac and Linux Marketplaces

CodeWeavers CrossOver technology enables you to 
bring your Windows software to the Android, Mac 
and Linux marketplace efficiently and economically. 
Because no source code changes are required, you 
won't have the hassle of maintaining two code bases. 
Join the likes of Wizard101 and FL Studio who have 
reached the Mac Market with CodeWeavers' porting.
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